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Moon, her roles, aspects, and appearance in the different stages
of Lorca's poetry.
From the beginning Herrero establishes the
identity of the Moon as that of Death. The Moon will also become
a hunter thirsty for blood.
John E. Keller, "Death Visualized and its Impact upon
Medieval Spaniards." In this paper we are introduce to the
vision that people had of Death in Medieval Spain through the
Cantigas de Santa Maria . The Cantigas contains miniatures which
narrate visually and verbally miracles together with hymns of
praise. Keller points out that this form of art had probably
helped the people to -accept death somehow, and not to be
terrified by it . The help the Virgin Mary would provide,
probably helped to sooth the fear of hell or purgatory.
Elias L. Rivers, "Images of Death in the Golden Age."
Rivers chooses just a few examples of Death in Golden Age
Literature: Quevedo, Garcilaso, Lope de Vega, and Cervantes.
Through the poetry of Quevedo and Garcilaso we can see the
combination of Christian and pagan death.
In Lope, Rivers points
out two strong images of death: Fuenteovejuna as it kills the
Comendador; and the poem in which the poet expresses despair at
the death of his son Carlos.
Another contrast is Cervantes'
Quijote. Don Quijote dies peacefully and not as a knight.
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The Spanish Sleuth: The Detective in Spanish Fiction.
Patricia
Hart ; Cranbury, N.J.:
Associated University Presses, Inc., 1987.
This book introduces the reader to a little known but
eminently entertaining genre of Spanish literature:
the Spanish
detective novel. The author explores the development of this
genre in Spain in the early chapters and then concentrates on the
authors of detective fiction in post-Franco Spain.
Indeed, the
study itself reads very much like a detective novel. Hart
includes interviews with various authors, a broad overview of the
genre in general, an explanation of the Spanish version of the
genre in specific, plus appendices with detailed fact sheets of
the various detectives, a dictionary of Spanish detective slang,
and translations of interviews with the authors that appear in
the text. Hart has written detective novels herself (in English)
and spent a year in Spain researching this book with a grant from
the Institute de Cooperaci6n Iberoarnericana.
The author first defines the terms she employs.
For her a
detective novel is "a book that revolves around the investigative
process of a detective (p . 13) . " She also asserts that the name
"detective novel" implies nothing about a books literary merit
for her study.
According to Hart the detective novel in Spain begins with
Pedro de Alarc6n's short story "El clavo" in 1853 which appeared
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12 years after Poe's "Murders in the Rue Morgue." The detective
Yarco, says Hart, interrogates " ... the gravedigger in a way Perry
Mason would later have admired and [pieces) together fragments of
a coffin to attempt to read the name of its former inhabitant
with the same eye for detail that Sherlock Holmes later
personified (p. 18)." The author further traces the development
of the detective novel in Spain generated by Sherlock Holmes's
appearance in "A Study in Scarlet" in 1887. Emilia Pardo Bazan
also wrote a detective story entitled "La gota de sangre" whose
detective, Sr. Selva, has been afflicted by apathy. His doctor
suggests that Sr. Selva solve mysteries for a cure and according
to Hart: "Before the hero can say 'Sherlock Holmes,' a mystery
falls right in his lap. First a gentleman bumps him and makes a
most undignified scene for a man in evening dress, and then Selva
himself discovers a vacant lot next to his dwelling. This is all
it takes for Selva to throw himself heart and soul into the role
that was just coming into fictional vogue; that of the amateur
sleuth ( p. 19) . " This quote not only summarizes the story, but
also serves as an example of Hart's lively and interesting style.
Hart further asserts that there was much less interest in
detective fiction in Spain until the early 1950's (and from here
on until the 80's) due to the instability caused by the Spanish
Civil War.
Mario Lacruz and his book El inocente in 1953 revived the
genre of Spanish detective fiction. Each subsequent chapter
discusses the best-known Spanish writers of detective fiction and
the sleuths these authors have created. As we read about these
sleuths we learn about their modus operandi and are given the
opportunity to see how our own detective skills match theirs. We
learn that these detectives have occupations from former
policemen to boxers and that one of these detectives is female.
By reading this book we are given enough o f a background in the
genre that we can read the books themselves with no problem. The
dictionary of sleuthing terms helps understand both the quotes
the author uses and the novels themselves.
The author has done a fine job of tak i ng Spanish detective
fiction and making it just as accessible to the person who knows
nothing about Spanish literature as to the devo ted hispa nophile.
She has taken a genre that is not usually considered scholarly,
used s cholarly methods of research, and managed to present a
fini s hed product which is just as noteworthy for its contribution
to the field of Hispanic letters as for its entertainment value.
Benita J. Clarke
University of Kentucky
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